Introduction
============

Precision medicine, also often called personalized medicine, has been defined as identifying the right drug, for the right patient, at the right dose, at the right time^[@B1]^. This concept relies heavily on access to information on an individual's unique genetic characteristics to tailor therapy. Today, about 10% of labels for Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved drugs contain pharmacogenomic information^[@B1]^. Precision medicine is not a new concept but the availability of large-scale human genome databases, the advent of powerful methods such as next-generation sequencing (NGS) and advancement of computational tools have created an opportunity for significant progress. Precision medicine is particularly important in oncology because along-standing problem is the variability of treatment response, especially in early stage clinical trials. Drugs that fail to induce disease regression in most patients or prolong median progression-free survival are deemed inactive and often abandoned, even when the drug exhibits profound activity in a small number of patients. Other challenges include unexplained drug resistance, genomic heterogeneity of tumors, insufficient means for monitoring responses and tumor recurrence, and limited knowledge about the use of drug combinations.

NGS has the ability to characterize genetic variations simultaneously in a much more cost-effective fashion than traditional Sanger sequencing^[@B2]^. The rapid growth of NGS in the last decade brings promise to diseases that have a highly complex and heterogeneous genetic composition such as cancer. This article will provide an overview of how NGS technology is able to change cancer therapy, especially for solid tumors (**[Figure 1](#Figure1){ref-type="fig"}**).
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Technical perspectives of NGS in solid tumor tissue
===================================================

Solid tumors are remarkably diverse in their cellular origins and developmental timing. Unlike hematologic malignancies or brain tumors, solid tumors can arise in any of the three germ cell lineages, which provides a unique opportunity to study the effect of cellular origin and developmental stage^[@B3]^. The features of solid tumors also brings challenges for analytical tools. Solid tumor specimens have cellular heterogeneity (i.e. mixtures of tumor and stroma) and/or molecular heterogeneity (i.e. subclones of varying genotypes). It\'s critical to have a technology to simultaneously detect (have a comprehensive view of) the whole molecular picture. NGS technologies must balance the breadth of content with sequencing depth to reveal low-abundance mutations that may be clinically relevant in a cost-effective way.

NGS also has the advantage of detecting low level mosaic mutations that are common in certain solid tumors. High-depth sequencing (i.e. 1,000 fold coverage) may be able to detect such low-level variants. In one study^[@B4]^, high-coverage NGS of the *APC* gene found a high prevalence of pathogenic mosaic *APC* mutations below the detection thresholds of routine diagnostics in adenomatous polyposis. Another recent study on tuberous sclerosis (TSC) patients showed that amongst 45 subjects with identified mutations in either TSC1 or TSC2, mosaicism was observed in the majority (26 of 45, 58%)^[@B5]^. Both studies demonstrated how NGS can detect low level mosaicism that can help molecular diagnosis, genetic counseling and guide therapy.

Another challenge is that most solid tumor specimens that are examined by anatomical pathologists are fixed in formalin and embedded in paraffin (FFPE). In order to perform large-scale retrospective studies, FFPE specimens are inevitable. Formalin introduces crosslinks that can both fragment DNA and cause chemical alterations that may alter sequencing results^[@B6]^. Therefore, NGS technologies must be compatible with small quantities of potentially fragmented and cross-linked DNA. Modification of DNA extraction methods, two-step PCR enrichment and optimized bioinformatics algorithms have improved the background noise of variant detection in FFPE samples^[@B7]^.

The impact of NGS on precision cancer therapy
=============================================

Precision medicine-the right patient
====================================

The identification of patients with oncogenic driver mutations provides the opportunity to use the genomic information of individual tumors to guide the selection of rational therapeutics in an attempt to improve the outcome of patients with advanced cancers. Early methods to explore the genomic foundations of cancers involved targeted exploration of specific variants and genes in a low-throughput fashion. The discovery of genomic aberrations like *EGFR* mutations and *ALK* rearrangements, and the subsequent targeted therapies leading to improved outcomes in a subset of patients with advanced non--small cell lung cancer (NSCLC), is an example of such a successful biomarker-driven drug development^[@B8],[@B9]^. The examination of chronic myelogenous leukemia cells for *BCR-ABL* mutations before using an ABL inhibitor is another classic example that clinical benefit could be predicted by the presence of certain molecular characteristics in the tumor that are highly correlated with a favorable pharmacologic effect^[@B10]^. This targeted approach is highly specific but provides limited information and assumes that each type of cancer progresses through a similar, if not identical, process of genetic hits. For example, the output for FDA-approved *EGFR* and *BRAF* is limited to either one mutational hotspot (*BRAF* V600) or mutations in a handful of exons (*EGFR* exons 18, 19, 20 and 21) and are only approved for specific cancer types.

NGS technology allows multiple genes to be analyzed simultaneously in one run and can provide enough depth of coverage to detect minor allele frequencies in a cost-effective manner. Targeted gene panels are widely implemented and currently the best option for tumor characterization in clinical cancer practice. In a pilot study in 10 patients, all of the tumor samples showed biologically or clinically meaningful genomic alterations in the 137 genes sequenced, including several that might predict sensitivity or resistance to therapeutic agents or provide useful prognostic information^[@B11]^. A more recent study validated the utilization of NGS analysis of 25 cancer-associated genes in 78 tumor specimens to detect mutations at actionable loci^[@B12]^. Clinical laboratories have developed NGS-based cancer gene panels to guide patient management. By mainly using a 50-gene cancer panel, Tafe et al.^[@B13]^ group was able to provide treatment recommendations based on targetable genetic alterations for over 56% of cases. There are several commercially available panels that can be validated and implemented in diagnostic laboratories, ranging from 15 genes to over 400 genes to even the entire coding region (**[Table 1](#Table1){ref-type="table"}** for examples of commercially available cancer panels). These panels are intended to test germline and/or somatic mutations and contain genes with high and low penetrance. When designing a panel it is important to consider the clinical importance of the genes to be included and the targeted area in the genes to be sequenced. Pathogenic variants in low penetrance cancer genes and variants of unknown significance can bring tremendous challenges in genetic counseling and clinical decision making.

###### 

Examples of commercially available cancer panels

  Company         Panel name                                Number of genes        Coverage                           Note
  --------------- ----------------------------------------- ---------------------- ---------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Life sciences   Ion ampliSeq hotspot cancer panel         50                     None indicated                     Compatible with FFPE sample
  Life sciences   Ion ampliSeq comprehensive cancer panel   409                    None indicated                     Detect CNV; compatible with FFPE sample
  Illumina        TruSight cancer panel                     94                     20×                                Germline only
  Illumina        TruSight tumor 15 panel                   15                     ≥500×                              Solid tumor somatic variants
  Illumina        TruSight amplicon cancer panel            48                     \~1000×                            Somatic mutational hotspots
  Illumina        TruSight RNA pan-cancer panel             21,043 exonic region   3 million reads per sample         Gene expression, variant and fusion detection in 1,385 cancer associated genes
  IDT             xGen^®^ pan-cancer panel                  127                    \>97% of targeted covered at 30×   Can be expanded by adding custom probes

In the research setting, NGS has now made it possible to characterize genomic alterations and allowed examination of cancer exomes (i.e. the combined protein coding exons) and even whole cancer genomes in unprecedented detail. Recent studies support the emerging concept of the \"mutation signature\"^[@B14]^, which postulates that the combination of mutations present is more predictive of the response to treatment than individual gene mutation status. A study conducted by multiple centers found that of 5 patients with unstable genomes and/or a high *BRCA*mutational signature burden identified through whole genome sequencing (WGS) on pancreatic ductal adenocarcinomas, 2 had exceptional responses and 2 had robust partial responses, while 3 patients who did not have any of these molecular characteristics did not respond^[@B15]^. Studies on malignant melanoma and small cell lung carcinoma also demonstrated the value of WGS for evaluating the signature of somatic mutations by providing greater resolution and mechanistic insight into mutational signatures due to known carcinogens^[@B16],[@B17]^. By analyzing WGS of 30 Asian lung cancers, mutational signatures separated the patients into two categories of either the never-smokers or all the smokers or ex-smokers^[@B18]^. In the next decade, more cancer genomes will be generated to reveal additional mutation signatures that will improve disease management.

Another emerging approach to identify the right patients is reflected in clinical trial designs. Sometimes, the subpopulation of patients with a particular molecular profile who are predicted to respond to a given therapeutic can be quite small. For example, Only about 5% of lung cancer patients have the *ALK* gene rearrangement^[@B19]^, which means a great deal of screening was required to identify and enroll patients in studies. In the new clinical \"basket trial\" design, patients are screened simultaneously for a large number of genetic aberrations using a NGS-based multi-gene panel to determine their eligibility for a large number of clinical trials involving different therapeutic interventions. This sort of approach is particularly useful when the cancer type or the mutation is rare. However an oncology research network system is required for the success of this approach. Some forward-looking models propose a multi-institutional collaboration that employs a multi-gene panel assay in which the cost of the screening assay is shared by different drug development entities. While this approach would significantly reduce the cost of screening patients for rare subpopulations of patients in phase 2 and phase 3 trials for each individual company, it presents the equally interesting question of whether drug developers will collaborate with competitors in such basket trials. Enrolling participants with similar mutations instead of the same clinical cancer types can permit enough patients to be studied since regulatory agencies such as the US FDA are not likely to approve a drug on the basis of data from only a couple of individuals^[@B20]^. Drug developers, diagnostic companies, and regulatory agencies will have to work together to navigate this paradigm shift. In addition, methods of a data mapper and loader and queries for rapid retrieval of data related to clinical efficacy to inform clinical interpretation of molecular aberrations have been developed. The Patterson et al.^[@B21]^ group demonstrated the structured and organized design of the JAX Clinical Knowledgebase which can be queried readily to access comprehensive data for clinical reporting via customized reporting queries.

Precision medicine-identifying the right drug
=============================================

A companion diagnostic is defined as a diagnostic test that is linked to a specific therapeutic and/or is required for the safe and effective use of the drug. Current testing for precision medicine links a specific drug to a specific gene and can be summarized as \"one-drug/one-gene diagnosis.\" One-gene tests that are FDA-approved for mutations in *EGFR*, *KRAS*, and *BRAF* are perfect examples. However, most cancers are genetically complex, and are better defined by the dysregulation of signaling pathways rather than a defined set of mutations, making the one-gene/one-drug model unsustainable. The poor long-term treatment response of many cancers is best explained by therapy-resistant subclones present within the primary tumor^[@B22]^. The major pathways implicated in colorectal carcinogenesis are a good example, ranging from PI3K/mTOR, mitogen-activated protein kinases (MAPK), and Wnt pathways. These pathways are controlled via complex crosstalk, negative feedback, and other compensatory mechanisms^[@B23]^. Briffa et al.^[@B24]^ demonstrated through colorectal cancer cell lines that single gene mutational analysis is insufficient for stratification of tumors with respect to therapy. Targeted NGS analysis of tumor samples of patients with refractory advanced/metastatic hepatocellular carcinoma detected molecular aberrations leading to putative activation of the PI3K/AKT/mTOR pathway. Patients received therapies including an mTOR inhibitor and all demonstrated therapeutic benefit^[@B25]^. Additional systematically organized clinical trials are needed to investigate the impact of signaling pathway guided therapy.

Deeper characterization of patients\' malignant tumors by NGS will also open new strategies to apply \'off-label\' targeted therapies, e.g. for rare tumors, otherwise resistant tumors etc. In a study of how NGS altered clinical practice on advanced NSCLC, one patient with an *ERBB2* -mutated adenocarcinoma received off-label afatinib and another patient with a *MET* exon 14 splicing mutation was offered off-label crizotinib at first progression^[@B26]^. The molecular alterations would not be detected through the standard practice in advanced NSCLC, namely single gene assays. These tyrosine kinase inhibitors are acknowledged as targeted therapies for consideration as per the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) guidelines for NSCLC, even though they are not FDA-approved for the indications^[@B27]^.

Precision medicine-the right dose and at the right time
=======================================================

Monitoring treatment response is important in all phases of cancer management to avoid continuing ineffective therapies, to prevent unnecessary side-effects and to determine the benefit of new therapeutics. In the absence of metastasis, there is no good method to accurately predict resistance to therapy and recurrence. Moreover, the search for biologic markers that predict response to treatment has been very difficult. Especially for patients with solid tumors, a major obstacle has been the availability and quantity of tissue that can be studied in the period immediately before the initiation of treatment, especially for individuals with recurrent disease. Serial sampling of tumor material through repeat biopsies is usually not feasible, which limits our understanding of genomic evolution during disease progression and treatment. The potential of circulating cell-free DNA (cfDNA) to monitor treatment response has been actively explored in recent years. cfDNA contains tumor-specific sequences that harbor the somatic genomic alterations found in a patient\'s tumor (circulating tumor DNA: ctDNA), which can be detected through blood by NGS. ctDNA enters the circulation following apoptosis and/or necrosis of tumor cells and is typically fragmented to around 160-180 bp, reflecting the degradation of DNA into nucleosomal units that is characteristic of the apoptotic process. Before, during and after treatment, ctDNA analysis by NGS could potentially predict resistance and recurrence. The biggest advantage of ctDNA is the analysis can be done repeatedly without invasion. Studies have shown that somatic mutations identified in ctDNA are widely representative of the underlying tumor genome and can provide an alternative noninvasive method of tumor sampling^[@B28]-[@B30]^.

Plasma samples collected immediately before the administration of each treatment cycle may reflect overall tumor burden, whereas the ability to measure increases in ctDNA release immediately after treatment may prove to be an early indicator of tumor cell death and treatment response. This noninvasive biomarker also has potential clinical utility to monitor the delivery of targeted therapies. Moreover, quantitative assessment of ctDNA levels may also prove to be an important indicator of prognosis. An association between ctDNA levels and prognosis in several malignancies has been demonstrated in small patient cohorts^[@B31],[@B32]^. Furthermore, another use of ctDNA analysis is to be used as a biomarker after potentially curative treatment to identify individuals at risk of relapse. Future long-term studies in larger patient populations are needed to validate the role of ctDNA as a surrogate biomarker for disease-free and overall survival.

The analysis of ctDNA is challenging and requires highly sensitive techniques due to the small fraction of tumor-specific DNA present within the background levels of normal cfDNA. A study by Bettegowda et al.^[@B32]^ compared many different types of cancer to determine in which cancers ctDNA level could be detected and represent a useful clinical tool. They found that less than 50% of patients with medulloblastomas, metastatic kidney, prostate or thyroid cancers and less than 10% of patients with gliomas, harbored detectable ctDNA levels. In addition, the amount of ctDNA from patients with the same cancer varied.

Other emerging biomarkers to measure drug response are neoantigens that arise as a consequence of tumor-specific mutations (mutations only seen in tumor tissue when comparing with normal sources)^[@B33]^. Exome sequencing can be paired with protein mass spectrometry to determine the presentation of neoantigens that are created by somatic mutations and correlated with the overall rate of somatic mutation and clinical response^[@B34]^. Through genome wide somatic neoepitope analysis and HLA typing, candidate tumor neoantigens can be identified for each patient. A neoantigen landscape has been defined that is specifically present in tumors with a strong response to CTLA-4 blockade^[@B35]^. Neoantigen assays could become very important for predicting responses to immunotherapy, a form of therapy that is rapidly being employed, especially for use in melanoma^[@B35]^.

Limitations and concerns of NGS
===============================

WGS of tumors is an unbiased approach that provides extensive genomic information about a tumor and can provide information at the single nucleotide level as well as detect structural variations such as large rearrangements, gross deletions and duplications^[@B16],[@B36]^. However, the cost of sequencing and complexity of interpretation are still not feasible for routine clinical WGS of tumor specimens. Exome sequencing maybe an alternative, but it is still not cost-effective due to the minimum requirement of sequencing coverage to detect mosaicism. Copy number variants (CNVs), an important type of mutation in cancer, can be determined using NGS data from WGS, but cannot be readily detected using exome or gene panels as the data only represent a fraction of the genome. Today, microarray analysis is still the most reliable way to analyze CNVs. The analysis can be accurate when analyzing alleles from germline samples, but is limited when analyzing heterogeneous somatic samples, as they cannot confidently call low-level amplifications^[@B37]^. In addition, other important cancer mutation mechanisms that lead to altered gene expression such as methylation profile, changes in non-coding regions, rearrangements, and miRNA expression cannot be detected by NGS on DNA. Other techniques, such as RNA seq, can be helpful to profile tumors.

As with any genetic test, there is a risk of detecting secondary or incidental findings, which are defined as findings unrelated to the indication for obtaining the test, but of medical value for patient care. It is possible that a DNA sequence analysis of tumor tissue may identify variants relevant to familial cancer or other syndromes in addition to somatically acquired mutations. Although germline mutations can be distinguished from somatic changes by paired analysis of germline and tumor tissue, current workflows and economic realities limit NGS to the tumor specimen itself^[@B16]^ in most laboratories. Moreover, because there is overlap between mutations described as somatic changes and those linked to familial cancer syndromes, correct classification of these variants can be difficult. In a cohort of patients undergoing tumor genomic testing for gastrointestinal malignancies, three *BRCA2* mutations carriers were incidentally identified, which underscores the need to develop a framework for communication of risks to patients undergoing routine tumor-only sequencing^[@B38]^. Laboratories should have policy in place on how to handle secondary findings before performing the test.

Conclusions
===========

The success of precision medicine depends on having accurate diagnostic tests that identify patients who can benefit from targeted therapies. NGS technologies have revealed a more detailed molecular characterization of cancers helping to realize the great promise of precision medicine. NGS-based cancer gene panels analyze the molecular features of tumor tissues simultaneously and can provide enough depth of coverage to detect minor allele frequencies in a cost-effective manner. New clinical \"basket trial\" design with multiple centers involved has achieved some success to help guide the right patients with rare cancers to the right drug. Signaling pathway guided cancer therapy has gained success and off-label drug use based on NGS results has been successful. The use of cfDNA has brought new hopes to deliver the drug to patients at the right dose and the right time.

However, the overwhelming complexity of the cancer genome suggests that we are in the earliest phases of interpreting molecular results and translating that data into knowledge that is useful to clinicians and to treat cancer patients. Many more cancer genomes need to be analyzed in order to achieve a deeper understanding of cancers and develop additional tools for molecular analysis. Additional clinical trials with molecular criteria conducted in adult and pediatric patients are needed. Clinical applications of ctDNA are likely to expand in coming years with the development of future genotype-based targeted therapies. Finally, information about cancer generated through NGS technology such as transcriptomes by RNA seq and high-resolution cancer methylomes, orthogonal technologies such as functional studies are needed together with NGS to hasten the era of precision medicine in cancer. Optimal exploitation of all these data through integrated analyses across the different cancer types will lead to a comprehensive understanding of the genetic events that lie at the basis of tumor development and evolution. As a result, a comprehensive map of cellular alterations will benefit all cancer patients.
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